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The Facts are In—But Delusion Persists

A Jewish, German woman in her 80's, born in a concentration camp, is being tried, in 
abstentia, by a German court, for making comparisons to what happened in 1930's 
Germany. The rationale is that nothing compares to the Holocaust. Compared to what?

And how is it the Canadian Health Minister, alone on stage, wearing a mask, and 
frequently cleansing her hands—refers to mothers to be as 'pregnant people', who re-
quire updated jabs? Are they new? Safe for babies? 'People' is an insult to all mothers.

Facts are a 'dime a dozen'—and not a pre-65 dime. Today, 2 economists, puzzled by 
what didn't add up for them, were attempting to stretch their limited visions into the 
realm of geo-politics. Laughable—were it not tragic. They neither understand the cause 
for the Ukraine war, nor can they entertain a possibility that FDA/CDC are criminals. 

Their analysis of the recent bonding of Russia/China—is simply wrong. They sur-
mise Russia/China as having an economic leg-up on the US—the distinct advantage of 
a planned economy. Where just a few men decide, the process is simplified, whereas, 
in a capitalist US, bent on self-interest—it's a vicious, undemocratic 'dog eat dog' show. 

Capitalism causes  mayhem; Russia/China have more efficient decision-making pro-
cesses. Xi/Putin (not having to answer to the people), have unchecked hold on tyranny.

Is any of that true? Does present-day US have anything to do with a capitalism that 
built this nation—when individuals saved to create a business? It does not—why not? 

Begin with corporations—there are no corporations in the Constitution. They made 
their debut during the Civil War, with Lincoln promising their existence would end once 
the South was defeated. But that never happens with something the 'big boys' can use.

The 'big boys' are the elite, whether they be government or corporations. As gov-
ernment grew, its shared common interest with corporations 'fused at the hip', creating 
a 'fascist garden of wealth and power'. From there it got absurd—corporations (with 
rights of citizen's), used electoral funding  to get 'their man in'—for a limitless bounty.

Government and corporations, pursuing 'climate change/ESG' agendas, 'run their 
game' in similar fashion to 'big banks' with government backing, using elite support to 
eliminate 'small banks'—marginalized and sidelined from lack of government support. 

As depositors (not depositors—investors), move funds to higher interest 'treasuries', 
and 'bigger banks' for government protection, elites take another giant step towards 
implementing the actual mission—ultimate control. 'End run' to an 'end game'—CBDC. 



  Back to that 'economic leg-up bond' between China/Russia, Russia is a democracy 
where elections are 'fair' compared to elections in the US—which accounts for Biden 
having the lowest approval rating in memory, while Putin enjoys huge support. Is it be-
cause Russian votes count while we have serious doubt there will be a 2024 election?  

Is Russia a planned economy? No, but to fight a war in Ukraine against the US and 
NATO requires something of a 'command economy'. If Russia cannot outpace the West 
in missile defense, hypersonic missiles, while 'fast-tracking' artillery rounds, it will be 
torn to shreds by a 'dog eat dog' nation—AKA—'land of the free/home of the brave'.

China is a communist nation with a planned economy, but does that make economic 
success more likely? Do command economies do better than capitalism? Or, did my  2 
economists, while extolling the virtues of 'planned economies', forget about Cuba/Ve-
nezuela? Did they study the Soviet economy? Nazi Germany was a command econo-
my. Along the way, did they 'short shrift' the US (that other 'economic miracle' besides 
China), forgetting to consider what made the US great and durable? Do they under-
stand that US economic history, was made possible by the Constitution and the Bill of 
Rights? This begs the question: How can it be that economists fail to consider what 
politics inflicts on economics? The horror that is our economy—is the result of politics.  

The Russia/China bond was not forged as an economic agreement—instead a bond 
of necessity—protection against a US foreign policy to take them out—1 at a time. 

That's also BRICS: 11 nations (on the way to becoming 100), that have had enough 
of US sanctions/lies—weary of being weaponized/marginalized by each dollar owed.

BRICS are not sneaking up on us—they are right in front of us. And it won't take 
decades for the world to shun the currency of a bankrupt, US bully. Another economist, 
Michael Hudson disagrees. Sharing guest duties with Pepe Escobar (great guy), Hud-
son waxed strong, sharing illusions why it will take decades for the dollar/US economy 
to suffer consequences. What is the view? The US, the most powerful nation on earth,  
can use its military/economic as needed. Did Hudson miss-out on Afghanistan? 

Hudson posits that BRICS cannot create a gold-backed currency—currency has to 
be issued by a country. What about the EU, where some nations using the Euro are not 
members of the Union? His 2nd point: US 'transparent markets'/rule of law inspires 
confidence. Do Biden (crime family?), market dictates, or Trump's 'mock trial'—inspire?   

With US cronyism crushing individual initiative, Hudson misses the point: the US, 
among the most regulated economies is right there with China—a planned economy.

Without recognizing market entrepreneurs perform best in 'fair competition', we don't 
see that 'planned economies' degrade to where a Joe Stalin/Joe Biden 'lies in wait'. 

With so many pundits, economists, legislators or what have you, suffering from delu-
sion, I began with 2 economists not getting Ukraine. For we who do get it, reflect on a 
scene from "Dr. Zhivago" where an old fool leads military academy cadets (kids), in 
white tunics, into machine-gun fire. Do the math: say it's 100 boys, say the number of 
boys killed in Ukraine is 400,000. That 'scene', in Ukraine, has played-out 4000 times. 
400,000 mothers and fathers lost the irreplaceable center of their being. O the horror.

Elite are gearing-up for fall—and it's gonna get bad. Maybe some respite with a 
Biden impeachment or recognition that Trump's 'mock trial' is misdemeanor bullshit. 

The gold market by volume is 10X the size of the silver market—so silver is easier/
cheaper for the elite to control. That said, silver may blow-up 1st. Do you have some?
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